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The expansion of the anthropomorphic projection: from the body, to its organs, to its attributes, and finally its fragmentation. 
28
If we accept that the fac,;ade functions like a face-that it is literally the face of architecture-then Mirko Zardini 's brief survey of contemporary fac,;ades provides a smaller scale of facial variation to be inserted into Vidler's larger line of projection of the body. 3 This additional "microvariation" commences with the fac,;ade or face of modem architecture that makes the exterior face passively dependent on the interior arrangement. It then moves to a face being structurally independent of the interior (Le Corbusier's plan libre) . Once freed from immediate practical functions, the face becomes a pure sign able to indicate popular imagery or Surrealist illusions (Venturi 's references to vernacular references and James Wines' playful mock structural failures).
Finally, a shift is made from the visual to the tactile (corresponding to the movement from a Surrealist to a minimalist aesthetic) as the face-as-sign is replaced by the material face, the rediscovery of the phenomenology of perception. Fac,;ades now consist of layers of various densities and opacities, even including textures that are virtual (Jean Nouvel, Herzog & de Meuron and Toyo Ito).
The projection of the face, then, ensures a shift into the expanded field of the body's attributes of feelings and sensations, ranging from simple stimulus and response (the fac,;ade responding only to the interior) to complex assemblages of mental states and sensations (the fac,;ade depends on thought and the senses). This line starts with one of the faces of early twentieth century architecture, the white wall. Mark Wigley links the Corbusian white wall to Gottfried Semper 's theory of architecture as dressing.
Semper identifies the textile essence of architecture, the dissimulating fabric, the fabrication of architecture, with the clothing of the body. He draws on the identity between the German words for wall (Wand) and dress ( Gewand) to establish the Principal of Dressing (Bekleidung) as the "true essence" of architecture. 4 Wigley argues that the pioneers of modem architecture, such as Le Corbusier, Adolf Loos, Herman Muthesius and Henry van de Velde, were all connected in some way to the anti-fashion, dress-reform movement in Germany. The white-washed face of early modem architecture is a coconspirator in a "guilty secret": the suppression of the effeminate domain of fashion as architecture's degenerate other, even while architecture must covertly participate in fashion. Wigley's declared aim is "not simply to set the historical record straight ... but rather to open up new possibilities for contemporary action." With that aim in mind it might be useful here to add Felix Guattari's black holes to Wigley's analysis of white walls. The white wall can now be seen as a component of faciality, the machine that makes the face.
Le Corbusier implied that the white wall might be a kind of machine, an active measuring apparatus, a white piece oflitmus paper. The white wall can look back, he says in The Decorative
Art of Today. When you "put on it anything dishonest or in bad taste," writes Le Corbusier, "it hits you in the eye. It is rather like an X-ray of beauty. The face occurs at a certain conjunction of flows that can be abstracted to produce the effects of facialisation elsewhere. The pupil of the eye is not the black hole: it absorbs light because it is located in the black hole. "Even a use-object may be facialized:
you might say that a house, utensil, or object, an article of clothing, etc., is watching me, not because it resembles a face, but because it is taken up in the white wall/black hole process, because it connects to the abstract machine of facialization." 8 This one sentence links together Foucault's work on the Panopticon (the building that watches me); Merleau-Ponty's intertwining of the eye and flesh (the eye is located at the "chiasmus" of body and soul); Lacan's story of the sardine can looking back at him (the subject is both an eye and a screen in the domain of vision);
and Levinas' ethical philosophy of the face (the face with its defenceless eyes commanding without tyranny, "you shall not commit murder"). 9
In Dialogues Deleuze describes how he and Guattari created faciality. Deleuze says he collaborated with Guattari, not by working together and exchanging ideas but by working between
The expansion of the face of architecture from the passive projection of the plan, to the autonomous face of the free plan, to the faceas-sign, and finally the tactile material face. 30 each other, assembling a third which, he argues, forms a crowd with political effects. 10 Deleuze then gives the following example: at the time he was working on the aesthetic concept of white walls and canvases, Guattari was working on the astronomical phenomenon of black holes and, specifically, what might escape the black hole. Then, as if by chance, the two concepts were brought together to describe the abstract machine that produces the face-that is, the face mechanism as the intersection of vertical significance (the semiological screen, the white wall, the broad face with white cheeks) and horizontal subjectification (consciousness and passion, the black hole, the eyes on the face).
Deleuze and Guattari emphasise that they do not mean that the black hole is in the pupil of the eye like a pin hole into a void. Rather, the eye is in the black hole. 11 This reversal of priority goes to the heart of their philosophy which always locates a process, constructs a machine, rather than focussing on a product. The eye is a product of the faciality machine; they have little interest in the eye itself. In fact they criticise both Sartre and Lacan for not going beyond vision. 12 These are not metaphors, warns Deleuze: they are "deterritorialised" notions that are "reterritorialised"
on their own concept of faciality. 13
From an assemblage of interests in aesthetics and astronomy we are led to politics-Guattari 's motto is "before being there is politics" 14 -to ask what kinds of regimes, societies and civilisations depend on such a facialisation. And this question leads them to analyse the nature of despotic regimes that project the glorious face of the ruler across every surface and medium, and to wonder how might non-despotic groups deal with the face. If the face is always political, dismantling the face will be political too. This dismantling is one of the goals of their "schizoanalysis" or "politics of becoming." "Here the program, the slogan, of schizoanalysis is: Find your black holes and white walls, know them, know your faces; it is the only way you will be able to dismantle them and draw your lines offlight."15
The Molecular Face of Architecture Becoming-Music
How shall we know the faces of architecture, its protective white walls and black holes with no escape? Joining Shin Takamatsu's Orig in I with Luciano Berio 's Visage can form an architecturemusic assemblage to help us answer that question. The former is described by Guattari as the becoming-machine of architecture, the facialisation of the fa9ade; and the latter, say Deleuze and Guattari, is the molecular dismantling of the face produced by electronic music. 16
Takamatsu's early projects are small to medium-scale commercial buildings, most of which are located in Kyoto. These have become known for their excessive metallic ornamentation, such as in Ark (1981 Ark ( -1982 , that transforms a small dental clinic into a baroque locomotive, an image reinforced by its location near a railway. Recent projects, starting with the Kunibiki Messe exhibition hall in Matsue (1990 Matsue ( -1993 are by contrast large public buildings located outside Kyoto. In terms ofTakamatsu's aesthetic, they mark a paradigm shift from the mechanical to the electronic.
These buildings are just as exquisitely detailed as before, only now the earlier, first machine age forms (large, visible, symbolic; trains and automobiles) are replaced by second machine age forms (invisible, magical, synthetic; televisions and computers). 17 Instead of protruding steel pipes and cylinders, a flush steel and glass skin encases programmatically dete1mined elementary shapes such as cones, spheres and tubes that are like the interior components of a computer, free to be placed wherever they may function with the greatest effectiveness.
As Guattari points out, the early projects often have circular windows placed symmetrically on their fa9ades. He calls these "ocular structures" and observes that they convert the architectural composition into a partially expressive object [obj et enonciation partielj.
They complete the process of personification [visageifzcation] As noted earlier, the facialising machine is located at the intersection of a vertical significance and a horizontal subjectification. Language always belongs to faces that can enunciate its statements. Here enunciation is not interchangeable with language or speech. Guattari's use of the term has affinities to Foucault's concept of enunciation: it is the event of the statement with mutual interdependencies existing between it and the enunciating subject, the institutional fields of support, specific dates, places, materials and so on. 21 Both Foucault and Guattari attempt to avoid the expressive function oflanguage so as to locate a field ofregularity for various positions of subjectivities. Guattari cites Mikhail Bakhtin, the Russian theorist of the novel, as the source for his use of the term enunciation. Bakhtin's term vyskazyvanie is more commonly translated as utterance. For Bakhtin an utterance (enunciation) is a specific encounter between consciousness and the social, political, concrete and dialogised world. It is always becoming, and therefore an on-going synthesis between the psyche and ideology where every utterance is an answer to a previous utterance and is followed by another in the uninterrupted process of historical becoming. 22 As a literary theorist, when Bakhtin says utterance he means speech acts such as words and texts, but Guattari extends this to include buildings, which can also be an on-going synthesis between specific psyches and the concrete world. Dismantling the face and its landscape as the site oflanguage therefore releases facial traits (particles) and enunciations (mutual becomings of the psyche and the world) so that they may form new assemblages with traits (particles) of faciality, traits of landscapeness (paysageite) , traits of musicality and so on. Enunciation and subjectivity will then be "partial," in the sense of Melanie Klein's "pati-object": parts of the body that have become an aesthetic or symbolic object without implying the whole person. 23 When the face of architecture, a machine for subjective enunciation, is dismantled one can no longer speak of the subject and of a perfectly individuated enunciation/utterance but of partial and heterogeneous components of subjectivity and of collective pattemings/structurings, which imply human multiplicities but also animal, vegetal, machinic, incorporeal and infrapersonal becomings/evolutions/changes/ destinies. 24
Thus the facialisation of Takamatsu's far;ades (initiated by the ocular structures, but not limited to the image of the face) can lead us in two directions, either toward the face and the definition of architecture as the production of enunciation (its white walls to inscribe signs on) and subjectification (its black holes resonating centred consciousness and passion); or towards the dismantling of the face and a redefinition of architecture as a partial enunciation and a partial, decentred subjectification, as an asignifying diagram and as asubjective becomings-animal, -veg- Visage is composed according to the three states of faciality: first, a multiplicity of sound bodies and silhouettes, then a short symphonic and dominant organization of the face, and finally a launching of probe-heads in all directions. However, there is no question here of music "imitating" the face and its avatars, or of the voice constituting a metaphor. Instead, the sounds accelerate the deterritorialization of the face .. .. This is a molecular face produced by electronic music.
The voice precedes the face, itself forms the face for an instant, and outlives it, increasing in speed-on the condition that it is unarticulated, asignifying, asubjective. 27
Visage consists of two asynchronous components: an electronic element created by Berio at the Studio di Fonologia in Milan, and a human element, the mostly unprocessed voice ofBerio's wife, Cathy Berberian, a voice Berio describes as a little studio di fonologia in itself. 28 The composition itself can be divided into three sections. In the first the voice dominates, emerging out of an electronic mist of white noise, initially articulating only the minimal molecular consonants of speech-sst, k, g(uh), d(ih), k(rrr), ksh-and then adding vowels: d(ah), ah .. . , in a painfully slow movement towards the word "parole" ("words" in Italian, the only word that is not a nonsense word in Visage) . Following that enunciation the face is finally assembled, but only for an instant.
In the second section the electronic part dominates as the voice disintegrates into gasps, murmurs, shouts and hysterical cries that repeatedly slip into mad laughter. Some singing occurs. The third section marks the disappearance of the voice once it has been bounced around by the electronic element, electronically distorted, spatially dislocated and then split into a polyphony of subjectivities, to be finally obliterated by a chorus of infinite machinic voices.
This reverses the movement already traced out by dismantling the face in Takamatsu's Origin!, where we began with a becoming-machinic (the Killing Moon sword in the fac,;ade) which is then distorted by a becoming-animal (the owl head) and finally arrives at a zone of freely swirling asignifying molecules. Visage starts with the asignifying patiicles and finishes with the machine:
when they are placed face-to-face they form a single block of architecture becoming-music with IB'OO a continuous line of becoming-machine, -animal, -molecular, -animal, -machine, providing, that is, that all the institutional thresholds that must be crossed along the way are ignored for the moment.
Becoming-molecular has one goal and that is becoming-imperceptible. This is the immanent end of all becoming, its cosmic formula: becoming imperceptible is becoming everybody/ everything, the making of a world from its molecular components. 29 It is the German composer Karlheinz Stockhausen saying "I would like to be allowed to make music with more far-reaching sounds, so to speak, with planets, moons, and with racing clusters of planets, suns and moons." 30
The face is not limited to its anthropomorphic image. Its attributes can occur wherever there is a a semiological white wall of significance in proximity with a subjectivising black hole of consciousness or sensation. The face is the signifier of the interior that must be set free, defacialised from the interior to allow for more adventurous alliances with particles of other faces set free from foreign interiors. The concept offaciality, a white wall/black hole machine, is therefore a powerful tool for indisciplined action of which this Berio/Takamatsu, Visage/Origin I, music/architecture assemblage is only a hesitant, stammering beginning. Here we must be careful to differentiate between safe interdisciplinary research and institutionally illegitimate indiscipline, with Deleuze and Guattari as the best example we have today of the latter kind. 31 Interdisciplinary research was always the dream of rigidly segregated disciplines: to channel and encode messages between departments, whereas truly experimental action leaves discipline behind in order to become indisciplined.
Given the expanded field offacialisation and defacialisation outlined by Deleuze and Guattari, the human face may not even be in contemporary architecture. As in Berio's Visage, if the face does appear in architecture its appearance is sure to be brief as it is replaced by the much faster molecular face breaking through its walls and pouring out of its black holes. Architecture and the humanist body it once projected onto its white walls are in tatters. The writing was on the wall when Le Corbusier introduced three black holes from Africa, and inadvertently constructed a machine for leaving the face that not even his Modulor man could reassemble for more than an instant.
Luciano Berio with Cathy Berberian, the human voice of Visage. 
